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ABSTRACT. This study determined the experiences of the COVID-19
survivors during their mandatory isolation. Descriptive phenomenology
is the research design used in the study. Snowball sampling was utilized
to determine the 24 participants of the study. The data was gathered
through an online semi-structured interview conducted via Google Meet
and Zoom, two video communication applications. Thematic analysis was
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mechanisms were developed to determine the activities made by the
participants to mitigate the impact of mandatory isolation on their mental health. Furthermore, the study also
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1.0. Introduction
Human-to-human transmission of COVID-19 has been reported among close contacts since the
middle of December 2019 (Li et al., 2020). The virus may spread from an infected person’s mouth or
nose in microscopic liquid particles when they cough, sneeze, speak or breathe. These particles range
in size from larger respiratory droplets to tiny aerosols, according to the World Health Organization
(WHO), (2020). Despite the differences in symptoms across the outbreaks such as SARS, MERS, and
COVID-19, the COVID-19 pandemic poses similar problems to the SARS and MERS outbreaks, and
the lessons learned from previous outbreaks could be applied to COVID-19 (Arabi et al., 2020).
People develop mental health problems when they cannot cope with life’s stressors, and a
pandemic is a stressor that few could have imagined (Lang, 2022). In the Philippines, six million
Filipinos deal with depression and anxiety, making mental illness the third most frequent health
condition in the country (Maravilla & Tan, 2021). Martinez et al. (2020) revealed that Filipinos,
regardless of where they lived, used mental health services at a low rate, with mental health stigma
serving as the main obstacle. However, qualitative research has pointed to resilience and self-reliance
as coping mechanisms. According to Boherom et al. (2022), every Filipino’s fundamental right to
mental health services is violated by delays in implementing the Mental Health Law and mental
health policies, which further worsen stigma and discrimination against those who suffer from mental
health issues.
Mental health is a condition of well-being in which a person recognizes his or her skills, can cope
with regular life pressures, can work effectively, and can contribute to his or her community (WHO,
2022). The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted our lives and many of us face difficulties
that can be stressful, overwhelming, and cause intense feelings in children and adults (CDC, 2022).
According to Mayo Clinic Staff (2020), some people may experience stress, anxiety, fear, sadness,
and loneliness because of the COVID-19 pandemic, and mental health issues such as anxiety and
depression may intensify.
Health is a condition of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not just the absence of
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sickness or disability (WHO, 2022). COVID-19 significantly impacts a patient’s mental health, causing
various psychological disorders, including anxiety (Khademi et al., 2021). COVID-related anxiety
affects emotional well-being in 56 percent of individuals (Panchal et al., 2021). Based on the study by
Ho et al. (2020), 54 percent of individuals placed on lockdown had a significant psychological impact,
with 16.5 percent expressing moderate to severe depression symptoms, 29 percent signs of anxiety,
and 8% mild to intense, above-normal stress levels. According to the latest survey by the Indian
Psychiatry Society, the number of people who have mental illness has increased by up to 20% during
the COVID-19 outbreak (Loiwal, 2020).
Positive mental health, often known as mental well-being, has lately been identified as a key
determinant of general health and lifespan (WHO, 2020). Several reports made during the lockdown
show that mental illness has increased since the virus’s emergence (Verma & Mishra, 2020). Anxiety,
depression, stress, and other mental health disorders were frequent during the lockdown, according
to experts from the Psychiatric Society of Goa (Herald, 2020). Scarpelli et al. (2021), Gorgoni et al.
(2021), Schredl and Bulkeley (2020), and MacKay and DeCicco (2020) investigated the emotional
experience of the public through the investigation of dreams gathered throughout the pandemic.
According to Schredl and Bulkeley (2020) and Scarpelli et al. (2021), people who were most at risk
of infection and most impacted by the pandemic and its lockdown, such as workers who had ceased
working, had higher emotional characteristics.
As reported by Sun et al. (2021), patients’ psychological experiences of COVID-19 during
hospitalization include feelings of loneliness and self-isolation; additionally, in the early stages of
the disease, they reported negative emotional attitudes toward the disease, such as fear, denial, and
stigma. According to Morales-Chainé et al. (2021), avoidance, sadness, withdrawal, anger, and anxiety
were linked to acute stress, which was associated with an anxiety state produced by uncertainty
about attaining or sustaining overall good health. During the pandemic, hospitalized patients are
isolated for long periods, significantly reducing social interactions (Scarpina et al., 2021). Anxiety
symptoms in COVID19 patients are often minor in the early stages of the disease, but they can rapidly
deteriorate (Liu et al., 2020; Rajeswari & SanjeevaReddy, 2020).
Isolation removes daily items and routines, which can cause fear, anxiety, depression, and abrupt
mood changes (Madeo, 2003). People with or suspected of COVID-19 may feel detached, angry,
anxious, depressed mood, have sleeping problems, and have posttraumatic stress symptoms. These
are results of social isolation, perceived threat, ambiguity, pain, medication side effects, worries of
transmission of the virus toward others, and negative headlines on media platforms (Wu et al., 2005;
Xiang et al., 2020), which may adversely impact persons’ social and occupational performance, as well
as their well-being (Monson et al., 2017; North et al., 2002).
Xiang et al. (2020) stated in their study that the mandatory contact tracing and 14-day isolation
or quarantine, both of which are part of the public health action to the COVID-19 outbreak, may
heighten patients’ anxiety and guilt about the impact of infection, quarantine, and stigma on their
family and peers. The authors also emphasized that fear, uncertainty, and stigma are recurrent
themes in biological crises and can impede proper medical and mental health treatments. They also
added that the formulation and application of mental health assessment, assistance, therapeutic
interventions, and services are vital and pressing targets for the health response to the COVID-19
outbreak, based on experience from previous serious novel pneumonia outbreaks worldwide and
the psychosocial impact of viral epidemics. In addition, they said that given the prevalence of mental
health problems and illnesses between patients and healthcare workers in these settings, most
healthcare professionals working in isolation units and hospitals receive minimal mental health care
training.
Bo et al. (2021) discovered significant posttraumatic stress symptoms associated with the
COVID-19 patients before they were discharged. They also stated that, given the negative effect
of notable posttraumatic stress symptoms, proper crisis psychological interventions and long-term
follow-up assessment procedures for patients who overcome COVID-19 should be undertaken as
soon as possible. Mental well-being is more than the absence of mental disease or psychological
disorder; it encompasses positivity, happiness, self-esteem, resilience, personal autonomy, and
positive interpersonal connections (Huppert, 2009).
This study was designed to look at the experiences of COVID-19 survivors before their isolation,
challenges that affect their mental health during their isolation, coping mechanisms with their overall
isolation experience, and the awareness they acquired in COVID-19 and isolation. This study aims to
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determine the mental health of COVID-19 survivors throughout their isolation period. Additionally,
the result of this study may contribute to the body of knowledge on how to deal with challenges and
develop coping strategies when alone. This study will provide insights into how a person’s mental
health influences how they interact with others, handle stress, and make wise decisions in the context
of the rising number of mental health concerns that some people are experiencing due to their
physical and mental isolation.
2.0. Methodology
This study used a descriptive phenomenological research design to acquire information and
data about the research problem. According to Deakin University (2022), descriptive phenomenology
is one of the most often utilized methodologies in qualitative research in the social and health
sciences. They also revealed that descriptive phenomenology is a powerful tool for understanding
subjective experience and gaining insights into people’s actions and motivations, cutting through
long-held assumptions and challenging conventional wisdom. Descriptive phenomenology design is
appropriate in this study since the researcher looked at the experiences of COVID-19 survivors that
affect their mental health during isolation.
Snowball sampling was used to determine the participants for the study. According to Parker et
al. (2019), snowball sampling is amongst the most popular ways of qualitative studies and is based on
networking and referral features. They said that researchers often start with a limited group of initial
contacts who meet the research requirements and are invited to participate in the study. They also
claimed that willing participants are asked to propose other contacts who meet the research criteria
and may be willing participants, who in turn refer more possible participants, and so forth.
The researcher chose the snowball sampling method for the study since the data privacy of
COVID-19 survivors was a concern. The researcher began recruiting participants from among his
known COVID-19 survivors and urged them to recruit from their contacts or acquaintances to
participate in the study. Fortunately, 24 COVID-19 survivors from Metro Manila, Batangas, Laguna,
and La Union, Philippines, decided to participate in the study and generously shared their experiences
of isolation. Snowball sampling is not a representative sample for statistical reasons due to its nature;
however, it is an excellent strategy for undertaking exploratory research and qualitative research
with a specialized and relatively small group that is difficult to recognize or locate (Crossman, 2019).
Informed consent was given to the participants before gathering the data. Participants were
free to withdraw their participation at any time without affecting their chance to participate in
future studies. The researcher emphasized that the information collected would be treated in strict
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Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Study Participants
Characteristics
Age
18-44
45-59
Gender
Male
Female
Marital Status
Single
Married
Category
Health Workers
Essential Workers
Student
Persons with Comorbidities
Residential Location
La Union, Philippines
Metro Manila, Philippines
Batangas, Philippines
Laguna, Philippines

f
21
3
8
16
17
7
10
7
4
3
15
6
2
1
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that affected their mental health during their isolation? Secondly, how did they respond to these
challenges? Thirdly, what were their overall experiences in their isolation? Fourthly, what have they
learned about their isolation as a COVID-19 survivor? Lastly, what were the other ideas they would
like to express about their isolation experience?
Thematic analysis was used to determine the mental health of COVID-19 survivors during their
isolation in the study. The thematic analysis provides a flexible approach that may be changed for the
demands of numerous investigations, providing a rich and detailed yet complex description of data
relative to its theoretical freedom (Braun & Clarke, 2006; King, 2004). The researcher develops distinct
themes based on the data gathered from the participants, which generalize the commonality of the
responses. Thematic analysis’ flexibility comes from the fact that it allows researchers to determine
themes in a variety of methods; nevertheless, researchers must be consistent in how they do so
within any given analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
In addition, the purpose of thematic analysis, according to Maguire and Delahunt (2017), is to
find themes or relevant or intriguing patterns in data and then use these themes to address the
research or say something about an issue. They also added that a competent thematic analysis does
more than simply summarize the data; it interprets and makes meaning of it.
3.0. Results and Discussion
Experiences before Isolation
COVID-19 symptoms. COVID-19 is infectious and can easily be transmitted to others, regardless
of how it manifests (Cornell, 2020). Based on the data, 12 participants were asymptomatic, and 12
were symptomatic. Five of the asymptomatic were unvaccinated, while two received one dose of
vaccine, and five were fully vaccinated. For the symptomatic, only one was unvaccinated, and one
was unsure about his dose of vaccination. The other two received the first dose of the vaccine, and
eight were fully vaccinated.
Most of the participants felt the common symptoms of COVID-19. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (2022), COVID-19 has been linked to a wide spectrum of
symptoms, from minor aches and pains to serious sickness. They said that symptoms might emerge
anywhere from 2 to 14 days after exposure to the virus and can range from moderate to severe.
They noted that the symptoms to look out for are fever or chills; cough; shortness of breath or
breathing problems; fatigue; muscle or body aches, headache, loss of taste or smell, sore throat,
congestion, or runny nose, nausea or vomiting, and diarrhea. Few participants said that they only had
a few symptoms like cold, fever, dry cough, blocked nose, fatigue, and sore throat. Moreover, most
participants stated that they felt almost all the COVID-19 symptoms. The most prevalent COVID-19
symptoms are fever, dry cough, exhaustion, and loss of taste or smell (WHO, 2022). One confessed:
“I had a fever, body pain, headache, experienced loss of smell and taste.” (Participant
2, online communication, September 26, 2021)

On the other hand, some participants stated that even if they were COVID-19 positive, they
did not feel any of the COVID-19 symptoms, and they were considered asymptomatic patients.
Furthermore, some participants said that aside from the common COVID-19 symptoms, they also
felt additional unrelated COVID-19 symptoms like anosmia and ageusia. Anosmia has already been
reported during SARS2 and other coronavirus infections (De Haro‐Licer et al., 2013; Suzuki et al.,
2007). Although, this is a rare case. Ageusia and anosmia are not accompanied by nasal blockage or
other rhinitis symptoms in COVID-19 patients (Vaira et al., 2020). As a result, this is most likely owing
to the virus’s direct destruction of the olfactory and gustatory receptors (Yamagishi et al., 1994). One
revealed:
“The symptoms that I felt were anosmia, ageusia, fever, dry cough, tiredness, headache,
body pain, and nasal irritation.” (Participant 5, online communication, September 28, 2021)

Source of COVID-19 infection. Asymptomatic carriers are a significant factor in the dispersal and
development of the disease, and respiratory droplets are the primary method of transmission for
COVID-19 (Rahman et al., 2020). One participant said that he was infected through his friends, while
another said he had no idea where he obtained the virus. In addition, one participant claimed he took
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it from a restaurant. Another said he got it from a church, and two said they had it from the market.
Furthermore, 9 of the participants acquired COVID-19 while working in a hospital. Four said they
acquired it through family members, and five said they got it from their travels. One emphasized:
“One of my family members had COVID-19 and I was exposed to him.” (Participant 8, online
communication, September 28, 2021)

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) (2020), existing data shows that the virus is
transmitted primarily between persons close to one another, generally within one meter. They also
mentioned that a person could become infected if virus-containing aerosols or droplets are breathed
or come into direct contact with the eyes, nose, or mouth because aerosols remain suspended in the
air or move further than 1 meter, the virus can spread poorly ventilated and congested indoor areas,
where individuals usually spend prolonged amounts of time. They also claimed that people could
be contaminated by contacting surfaces exposed to the virus without washing their hands before
contacting their eyes, nose, or mouth. As they stated, additional research is being performed to
explore the virus’s transmission and which circumstances are the most hazardous, as well as research
into other virus variations that are developing and why some are more highly infectious than others.
COVID-19 diagnosis. Since COVID-19 symptoms are comparable to those of other respiratory
disorders, lab testing is required to confirm a COVID-19 diagnosis, according to the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center (2022). Diagnostic testing is performed when a person shows signs or
symptoms compatible with COVID-19 or is asymptomatic but had recently known or suspected
exposure to SARS-CoV-2 (CDC, 2022). Based on the data gathered from the participants, they were
placed in the isolation facility after they received the positive result from their swab test. All the
participants underwent RT-PCR, but some had antigen tests before they were tested again using the
RT-PCR.
“A family member tested positive for antigen, so the rest of the family immediately
quarantined and waited 5 days from the last exposure and had RT-PCR swab test.”
(Participant 15, online communication, September 30, 2021)

According to Hahn & Shuren (2020), an antigen test is a new FDA-approved diagnostic test
designed to quickly identify the virus causing COVID19. They claimed that each type of diagnostic
test has a distinct role in the fight against the virus and that PCR testing is quite accurate, but that
running the tests and evaluating the data takes time. They also stated that one of the key advantages
of an antigen test is its speed, which can produce findings in minutes. However, because antigen
tests do not work in the same manner as PCR testing, they may not detect all current infections.
Jawerth (2020) revealed that one of the most extensively used diagnostic techniques for detecting
pathogens, particularly viruses that cause diseases, including Ebola, African swine fever, and handfoot-and-mouth disease, is polymerase chain reaction (PCR). She added that since the COVID-19
virus only includes RNA, it is detected using real-time or conventional (RT–PCR). COVID-19 tests,
according to Furthermore, one of the participants was tested twice while the rest were tested once
only. One mentioned:
“In my first time of being tested positive it was RT-PCR since I was considered as close
contact and in my 2nd time of being COVID-19 positive, I underwent a rapid antigen test
then RT-PCR.” (Participant 11, online communication, September 29, 2021)

Moreover, during the COVID-19 swab test, almost all the participants experienced feelings of
discomfort. UK Research and Innovation (2020) emphasized that either the coronavirus itself or
antibodies produced as part of the immunological response to it. As they added, the virus test
detects active infection and works best during the first seven days of symptoms. They also stated
that the antibody test reveals the previous infection and works best ten days after the onset of
symptoms. They also pointed out that viral testing is mostly utilized for COVID-19 diagnosis, whereas
antibody testing is primarily used for population-wide COVID-19 surveys. One of the participants had
the disease twice. Finally, patients healed from COVID-19 can have detectable SARS-CoV-2 RNA in
respiratory tract samples for up to 3 months after disease onset. However, the replication-competent
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virus has not been reliably recovered, and infectiousness is unlikely (CDC, 2022).
“I tested positive in both swab tests, the RT-PCR and antigen test; I have different experiences
with the way they do the procedure. Some are gentle and some are not, and this made me
feel uncomfortable.” (Participant 9, online communication, September 28, 2021)

Challenges during the isolation period
Mental health condition while in isolation. Many research in 2020 focused on the influence of
COVID-19 quarantine on mental health, particularly in China, the source of the virus’s initial emergence
(Pancani, 2021). Mental health is essential to our ability to think, emote, connect with others, earn a
living, and enjoy life on an interpersonal and intergroup level (WHO, 2022). The COVID-19 pandemic
has an influence not only physically but also on mental health and well-being (Shigemura et al., 2020).
The COVID-19 pandemic has increased fear, anxiety, stress, and depression (Rodríguez-Hidalgo et
al., 2020). Most participants experienced anxiety, uneasiness, tension, or emotional distractions from
the time they discovered they were COVID-19 positive. They also considered how they will conquer
the disease, as many people die from it daily. They revealed COVID-19 was one of the most difficult
problems they had ever faced. Some were not mentally prepared since they think it was just ordinary
body pain, flu, or cold.
According to White & Kandola (2020), people with the flu generally have symptoms between
1–4 days, while COVID-19 symptoms can develop between 1–14 days, and the median incubation
time for COVID-19 is 5.1 days. Some participants were certain they were positive even if they did
not perform the swab test since they were in close contact with a COVID-19 positive. Social isolation
is an objective detachment from people, as opposed to loneliness, which is a subjective sense of
disconnectedness (Cacioppo & Patrick, 2008).
“I felt lonely and worried at the same time. Worried not for myself but for my family too,
especially for my parents since we’re on the same roof as what if they were infected.”
(Participant 16, online communication, September 30, 2021)

The participants felt a lot of emotions about COVID-19. Moreover, some participants were
worried about their families and those with whom they were in close contact. Bitan et al. (2020)
found that fear of COVID-19 is more closely linked to anxiety and stress and, to a lesser extent,
depression. Worries about one’s own and loved ones’ health, especially those of the old or those
experiencing any physical illness, as well as concerns about the future, according to Fiorillo &
Gorwood (2020), can cause or exacerbate fear, sadness, and anxiety. They also stated that COVID-19
had been demonstrated in various studies to influence a person’s well-being owing to its capacity
to cause a full-fledged dilemma, especially in nations where the disease affects many individuals.
COVID-19 symptoms include not just the primary symptoms that a COVID-19 positive may suffer but
also tension, anxiety, anxiousness, and depression, according to the responses. Confined patients
had a variety of psychological disorders, including acute stress symptoms, anxiety, sleeplessness, and
emotional weariness (Brooks et al., 2020). One stated:
“Being positive is difficult, there are times that I feel emotional and mental breakdown not
only because I tested positive but also because my family also are in danger and maybe
they become symptomatic.” (Participant 9, online communication, September 28, 2021)

Weight gain. According to some literature, an unsuitable living environment, such as an isolation
unit, can have physical and psychological implications, threatening psychological well-being (JonesRounds et al., 2014). Most participants noted substantial changes in their physical features throughout
their time in the isolation facility, and some did not notice any physical changes. According to the
findings of Konttinen et al. (2019), depression and emotional eating were both strongly linked and
predicted a greater 7-year increase in BMI (R2 = 0.048) and WC (R2 = 0.045). They said emotional
eating influenced the effects of depression on changes in BMI and WC. Their findings back up the
hypothesis that emotional eating is one of the behavioral mechanisms linking depression to obesity
and abdominal obesity. Furthermore, according to Bubnis & Morales-Brown (2021), some individuals
may acquire weight because of quarantine limitations, which can be caused by things including
increased stress, lack of exercise, and interruptions to regular routines.
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Inadequate sleep, nibbling after supper, a lack of dietary restriction, eating in reaction to stress,
and limited physical activity are all risk factors for weight gain during self-quarantine (Zachary et
al., 2020). The participants stated that they need to eat frequently in the isolation facility to have
adequate energy and heal faster. Also, their boredom, while they were isolated, affects their eating
habit according to some of the participants. According to Moynihan et al. (2015), three studies were
done to explore boredom’s impact on eating, two of which were naturally occurring in a diary study
and two controlled. They said that the week-long diary research found that state boredom predicted
calorie, fat, carbohydrate, and protein consumption favorably in study 1. They revealed that in study
2, a high (vs. low) boredom task enhanced the urge to snack rather than eat something nutritious,
particularly among individuals with a high level of objective self-awareness. Furthermore, they
emphasized that study 3 found that high (vs. low) boredom increased the intake of less nutritious
meals and decreased the consumption of more interesting, healthy foods among persons with high
objective self-awareness but this did not apply to bland, healthful meals. As an emotional state,
boredom indicates that a current situation lacks meaning (Van Tilburg & Igou, 2012). Mood problems,
anxiety, and weight gain are all tightly associated and widely prevalent among teenagers and young
adults (Reeves et al., 2008).
In addition, according to the American Psychological Association (2021), most adults (61%) have
experienced unwanted weight changes since the pandemic, with more than 2 in 5 (42%) stating they
have gained more weight than they expected. According to Gerrard et al. (2008), eating distracts
individuals from uncomfortable consciousness linked with a lack of purpose, and those with a high level
of self-awareness should engage in eating when they experience boredom. Lastly, overweight people
are more likely to suffer major diseases if they have COVID-19, which is terrible (Thompson, 2021).
“I gained weight during the isolation.” (Participant 15, online communication, September
30, 2021)

Weight loss. Undernutrition is linked to physical health issues, including overweight, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and even cancers, and there is also evidence of a link between food and
mental health (Stranges et al., 2014). Some participants stated that they saw a significant reduction in
their weight. According to Legg & Silver (2018), stress can directly influence weight for many people
and might vary from person to person, even from circumstance to scenario whether it promotes
weight reduction or weight gain. They also revealed that stress could cause missed meals and poor
dietary choices in some people, and others may experience a complete loss of appetite because
of stress. Depressive-anxiety conditions may lead to weight gain by influencing future changes in
adiposity through their association with poor eating habits, physical inactivity, and poor adherence
to prescribed lifestyle improvements (Strine et al., 2008).
“I cannot eat properly and lose some weight since I feel so stressed and worried about my
health and family in the facility.” (Participant 21, online communication, October 1, 2021)

Hair loss. Emotional stress has long been identified as a contributing cause of hair loss (Hadshiew
et al., 2004). Aside from the bodyweight issues, some participants stated that they had hair loss
while in the isolation facility. According to Hall-Flavin (2021), stress and hair loss are correlated,
and three forms of hair loss are linked to high-stress levels: Telogen effluvium, Trichotillomania, and
Alopecia areata. He also emphasized that abrupt hair loss might indicate an underlying medical
problem that needs to be treated. According to Nathan (2020), science supports the concept that
substantial emotional stress may be connected to at least one form of hair loss which is the telogen
effluvium. She also mentioned that in a study on the link between significant stress and hair loss, a
group of researchers intentionally subjected mice to sound stress (a type of psychosocial stress) and
discovered that it induced early termination of anagen or the growth phase of the hair cycle.
Similarly, according to a post by Girma & He (2021), the researchers at Harvard, MIT, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York, and University Hospital
Würzburg in Germany collaborated on the study, which was helmed by Ya-Chieh Hsu, a biology
professor at Harvard and faculty member at the Harvard Stem Cell Institute, found a mechanism
describing how persistent stress may contribute to hair loss. They also added that according to the
researchers mentioned, corticosterone, a stress hormone, reduced hair follicle stem cell production
and hair growth in mice. They also reported in their post that when corticosterone levels in mice
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were low, their hair follicle stem cells repaired significantly more often; yet, when corticosterone
concentrations were primarily attributable to prolonged stress, the hair follicles became inactive.
One declared:
“I had hair fall. As a medical professional, I think one contributory of that was the depression
I experienced.” (Participant 21, online communication, October 1, 2021)

Coping mechanisms
Daily communication and entertainment. According to one study, poor communication skills
in older persons not only cause anxiety, sadness, and stress (Greene & Burleson, 2008) but also
incline them to social isolation and loneliness (Dykstra, 2009). Some of the participants emphasized
that regular communication with their loved ones and entertaining themselves using their gadgets
made them feel good while they were in the isolation facility. According to Mheidly et al. (2020),
the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a dramatic change in communication, with technological
advancements playing a key part in enabling this transition. They also said people were drawn
toward media apps that offer live communication and interaction between individuals, institutions,
businesses, and even nations. According to the participants, when they were in an isolation facility,
only medical experts monitoring their condition were permitted to visit them. Almost all the
participants felt lonely as a result of this. Some of them were not accustomed to being left alone.
They were grateful that smartphones were permitted in the isolation facility. Internet connection
was also available there so they can still communicate with their loved ones and surf online. People
with good communication skills may build more effective and durable communication, communicate
accurate messages, and successfully manage household disagreements and disputes, resulting in
more stable family life (Greene & Burleson, 2008), as well as reduced stress in challenging situations
(Hirokawa et al., 2009).
“Checking up on my family and friends through Messenger and text messages gave me
additional energy even though I was in pain.” (Participant 14, online communication,
September 29, 2021)

In addition, when the participants get bored in the isolation facility, they just open their gadgets
and view movies or listen to music online. A systematic analysis of studies on online activity and
mental health in the general population found a link between online media use and better laterlife well-being (Berg-Beckhoff et al., 2017). According to Robinson & Smith (2021), we need other
people’s company to succeed in life, and the depth of our bonds significantly influences our mental
success and well-being. They also claimed that being socially linked to people may help with stress,
worry, and depression, increase self-worth, offer comfort and joy, reduce isolation, or even add years
to life. On the other hand, they revealed that a lack of strong social ties might put your mental and
emotional health in danger. Furthermore, Boursier et al. (2020) found that constraints imposed by the
quarantine enhanced emotions of loneliness and anxiety. According to them, using digital technology
to relieve stress and anxiety and reduce loneliness has been advocated in this setting. However, the
overall impacts of social networking use during pandemics need to be properly examined. They
noted that social media use indicates danger and opportunity in this regard.
“I didn’t feel so bad because I was able to rest from work and because I was asymptomatic.
Watching Korean Pop and Korean dramas helped my everyday situation not to get bored.”
(Participant 16, online communication, September 30, 2021)

They also stated that by the compensated paradigm of online-based activities, the internet
community might be utilized to relieve bitter thoughts generated by unpleasant life situations like
COVID-19, notwithstanding the potential for harmful effects. A nice conversation, a job activity,
playing a musical instrument, reading a book, writing, constructing furniture, mending a bike,
gardening, and sports training or performance, to mention a few, are all examples of flow (The
Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, 2022). Lastly, rapid societal change, demanding work
environments, sex discrimination, unhealthy lifestyles, physical ill-health, human rights abuses, and
social isolation like those who are quarantined or isolated due to COVID-19 are all linked to poor
mental health (WHO, 2022).
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Optimistic mindset. One of the reasons for depression, anxiety, and poor quality of life is a
deficiency of a positive view of life (Shokrpour et al., 2021). On the other hand, positive thoughts
and avoiding negative ideas are essential for patients to manage psychological issues and build
self-efficacy (Ahadi & Asadzadeh, 2019). The next coping mechanism of the participants was to
constantly think optimistically, even if they had COVID-19 and were isolated. Optimists deal better
than pessimists in tough circumstances. Instead of concentrating on their disappointments or things
they cannot alter, they develop a plan of action and seek help and guidance from others (Cherry,
2020). Some participants expressed that they need to think positively to cope with their negative
feelings. At the isolation facility, they cried at night and felt alone whenever they remembered their
family, friends, and colleagues.
“I was mindful of my anxieties, but I took time to relax and be positive.” (Participant 21,
online communication, October 1, 2021)

According to Johns Hopkins Medicine (2021), the reason underlying the link between health and
optimism is yet unknown. However, they said that experts believe that more optimistic individuals
are adequately protected against the inflammation consequences of stress. They also mentioned that
hope and optimism might assist people in making better health and life decisions and focusing on
long-term objectives. They also mentioned that negative emotions might impair immune response.
In addition, researchers discovered that stimulation in brain regions linked to negative emotions
resulted in a weakened immune response to flu vaccination in one trial (Cherry, 2020). Segerstrom
& Sephton (2010) discovered that persons who have been optimistic about a specific and significant
aspect of life, such as their school success, had a greater immunological response than those who
were pessimistic. Lastly, positive thoughts may help overcome stress and possibly enhance health
(Mayo Clinic Staff, 2020).
Praying regularly. Praying is a basic human inclination in which one becomes conscious of his
relationship with the source of life (Yucel, 2010). The third coping mechanism that the participants
stated was praying to God regularly. As the COVID-19 pandemic eliminates individuals and
destroys billions of lives worldwide, people tend to seek help from religious organizations, relatives,
acquaintances, colleagues, or even other social networks (Pew Research Center, 2021). Almost all
participants mentioned that praying was one of their coping responses when they felt anxiety in
the isolation facility. They claimed that when they pray, everything will be okay. As per St. Luke’s
Health (2020), researchers studied the impact of prayer on physical and mental health. According
to Koenig et al. (2015), patients with congestive heart failure revealed that spiritual serenity was a
stronger determinant of mortality risk than comorbidities and functional health. They also added
that the study of Park et al. (2016) revealed that religion enhanced optimism in patients with severe
depression and chronic illnesses.
“I prayed all my worries to God because I know that in everything we’ve been through, the
Lord is always there for us.” (Participant 23, online communication, October 1, 2021)

Koenig et al. (2012) mentioned that there were 239 cross-sectional studies, 19 prospective cohort
studies, nine single-group experimental studies, and 32 randomized clinical trials among the previous
299 studies that researched the effects of religion and spirituality intercession on anxiety levels. They
added that 9 (47%) of the 19 longitudinal research show that spirituality and religion anticipated a
reduced level of anxiety over time; one research (5%) noticed an increase in anxiety among women
who underwent abortion for a fetal anomaly) (Korenromp et al., 2009), 7 revealed no correlation, and
two reported mixed and complex outcomes. Most of the participants additionally stated that they
overcame COVID-19 as a result of their trust in God. Moral views drive a feeling of meaning, and
individuals who report having a sense of purpose in life live longer, are happier and have fewer health
issues (Kashdan et al., 2009). The effectiveness of prayer still depends on context-specific factor-like
a person’s beliefs and culture (Porterfield, 2009).
“Prayer was my best weapon in the isolation facility. I know that God guided and protected
me throughout my stay there.” (Participant 24, online communication, October 1, 2021)
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Awareness acquired in COVID-19 and isolation experience
COVID-19 is not a hoax. The COVID-19 outbreak has been accompanied by a significant volume
of incorrect and misleading information regarding the virus, particularly on social media (van der
Linden et al., 2020). COVID-19 is real, according to the participants. Therefore, many of them give
some advice on COVID-19, especially in following the government’s basic protocols. The Department
of Health (DOH, 2021a) encourages the public to take precautions since it is still the most effective
approach to guard against COVID-19. One said:
“All I can say is take care of yourself. Life is short and we don’t know when it’s our last. So,
eat healthy, sleep early, pray, and hug your loved ones. Do what makes you happy. In this
tough time, we need to look for each other’s back. We need our family, and they need us.
So, taking care of ourselves is the basic to keep everyone around us safe. Health is wealth.”
(Participant 6, online communication, September 28, 2021)

In addition, based on their experience, they also advise everyone to get vaccinated because,
according to them, the vaccination helped them avoid serious COVID-19 infections. The Department
of Health (DOH, 2021b) added that based on the available data, COVID-19 vaccinations that have
been given an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are
recognized as effective and safe. All three available vaccines made by Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna, and
Johnson & Johnson have been proven to be safe and efficacious, and any option is preferable to
none (Popular Science, 2021). COVID-19 vaccine, according to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) (2022), lowers the risk of COVID-19 and its extremely serious consequences. They
also stated that in clinical testing conditions, all COVID-19 vaccines presently approved for use in the
United States managed to protect patients from COVID-19, particularly severe diseases.
“As a survivor, I can say that we should always prioritize our health. Because if you’re healthy
we could fight viruses like COVID-19. And, vaccination is a great help.” (Participant 16,
online communication, September 30, 2021)

Lessons from COVID-19. The COVID-19 outbreak reminds us that our economic, political,
and social systems can only meet our needs and goals when they encourage acceptable levels
of cooperation among people (Snower, 2020). Almost all of the participants stated that they had
learned many things from their experience in the isolation facility. They noted that they need to
become careful and aware of the existence of COVID-19 and to follow the government protocol.
Some participants noted to themselves to always be vigilant and prepared since COVID-19 can be
everywhere or anybody else.
“The virus is very contagious. It made me prioritize my health and safety even more and
be prepared for anything: physically, mentally, and financially.” (Participant 14, online
communication, September 29, 2021)

Most of the participants were thankful that despite the emotional trauma and symptoms they
experienced in the isolation facility, they still overcame the disease. According to the participants,
COVID-19 changed their perspective in life and made them better also. They said that they will now
eat healthy food for extra protection from some existing diseases around them. One shared:
“I experienced cold and anxiety which I managed so well and with the help and support
of my loved ones. But the experience of having to go through those tough times made
me realize a lot of things. It affected me physically, mentally, emotionally, financially, and
spiritually. Some may not take it seriously, but COVID-19 is real.” (Participant 6, online
communication, September 28, 2021)

According to some participants, COVID-19 made them realize that health should be their top
priority. They also set goals to be more cautious with their environment to protect themselves and their
loved ones from COVID-19. Meaningful life was found to be positively related to various intrinsic goals,
and these goals were found to be positively related to psychological well-being, implying that different
approaches to happiness are associated with different types of well-being (Brdar et al., 2009).
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Eidetic insight
Everyone has difficulties at some point in their lives. Like the participants of this study, they used
a variety of coping mechanisms to deal with the situation they were in. Being isolated was difficult,
especially because they struggled alone in the isolation facility. As a result, they experienced several
emotional distractions as well as physical changes. The participants observed that being alone might
harm an individual’s mental and physical health, especially if they have a disease like COVID-19. Even
when they were alone, the participants were able to overcome the challenges they faced. They also
displayed that if you value life, you can solve any obstacles. It can be observed that participants’ life
is essential to them because it gives them a purpose to pursue their goals and accomplish so many
delightful things and offers opportunities to share their experiences in life.
The experiences of the COVID-19 survivors in this study are tremendous chances for personal
development if we take the time to reflect on them. In addition, the participants’ experiences in the
isolation facility will help them connect with others and become closer to them, and mold who they
are as individuals in their community. The experience of being isolated was life-changing for them.
The participants realized that overcoming life’s obstacles requires great bravery. The participants
admire themselves for their bravery in being isolated while they have COVID-19. They are the heroes
of their own life. They defeated their negative emotions and focused on the positive side. They began
to feel better about themselves after developing a positive attitude. This is a great example for many
people that combining positivity and medication can also help you heal better.
Based on the responses of the participants, when a person is isolated, he may experience a
variety of emotions that have an impact on his mental health. So, he must know how to stand up for
himself since he is the only person who can help him resolve the challenges and self-barriers he is
dealing with, of course, with the help of his belief and people who are always there to support and
love him.
Furthermore, the mental health of the participants is extremely important, and those persons
suffering from mental health difficulties must be cared for, loved, communicated with, prayed for,
and understood.
Emerging framework
The emerging framework of the study was designed to determine the experiences of COVID-19
survivors during their mandatory isolation. The framework begins with the experiences of the
COVID-19 survivors before their isolation and then moves on to the challenges they faced that
affected their mental health during their isolation. Then came the coping mechanisms, which
determined how the COVID-19 survivors overcame their overall isolation experience. Lastly, the
awareness they acquired in COVID-19 and their isolation experience.
Based on the framework, there are four major themes of the study, and they are complex and
interactively tied to the main purpose of the study, as seen in Figure 1. The four interconnected major
themes were experiences and thoughts that influenced how participants of the study managed to
stay in the isolation facility. Each major theme has subthemes, and within each subtheme, there was
a range of responses, implying the views and responses of the participants about their experiences
before and during their isolation.
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4.0. Conclusion
The conclusions were drawn based on the responses provided by the participants. There is
no doubt that emotion has an impact on mental health, especially for COVID-19 survivors, based
on their isolation experience. COVID-19 also affects a participant’s mental health, creating various
emotional issues such as stress, fear, and anxiety. Through various coping methods, taking care of
one’s well-being may substantially enhance one’s mental health. Establishing a powerful and welladapted impression of well-being is critical to an individual’s overall mental health, as they enable
them to overcome challenges and attain their goals in life. The coping mechanisms also vary from
person to person and having strong social support may effectively protect someone from the effects
of anxiety. Additionally, having a range of interactions is advantageous, and reducing the imbalance
of positive and negative emotions can help prevent mental health problems. Also, having a strong
faith may inspire one to live his life despite challenging circumstances.
The challenges experienced by COVID-19 survivors while in isolation might not be the same to
other survivors, so researchers in the field of health science must conduct comparable studies using
a qualitative approach that encourages more comprehensive data collection. This might highlight
the complex and all-encompassing aspects of COVID-19 survivors’ mental health during isolation
and advance further in-depth study and conclusions. For this study, only 24 COVID-19 survivors were
interviewed, so findings cannot be applied and generalized to other COVID-19 patients and survivors.
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